Police Blotter

[A Police Blotter is a report written by the Campus Patrol on crimes, incidents and actions on the MIT campus each week.]

A resident of Wood dormitory who left his room unattended, and unlocked during the day last Thursday, discovered late in the day that a calculator valued at $400 had been stolen therefrom.

A second calculator, valued at $105, and $55 in cash were stolen from a second room in Wood dormitory which was also left unlocked and unattended, when the resident went downstairs late in the day to do some laundry.

Two unknown subjects attacked and robbed a lone pedestrian on Memorial Drive in the early evening Tuesday. When the victim attempted to defend himself, he was struck in the head. The thief then fled, his clothes stripped of money and other valuables.

Raising his right hand, the attacker was so small, the hazards of nuclear power industry and in future legislation regulating the industry.

Police in Braintree recovered an MG, at 5 p.m. Tuesday, that had been stolen from an MIT garage sometime earlier in the day. Pickpockets were at work on Wednesday in both the Muddy Charles Pub and the Student Center. In the former incident a man was relieved of his wallet containing $40 cash and personal papers; in the latter a woman lost her wallet, with personal papers and $13 cash. In both instances suspects sit next to the victims, and kept them busy by asking distracting questions while accomplices took the valuables unnoticed.